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About This Game

‘Darkness Within’ is an adventure game series, inspired by the works of celebrated horror writer, H.P. Lovecraft. In this second
instalment, ‘The Dark Lineage’, players once again take the role of police detective Howard Loreid, a man tormented by the
paranormal happenings around him, in the first volume ‘In Pursuit of Loath Nolder’. Now, Howard discovers that his own

terrible past has some connection to the madness that is about to swallow him, yet again.

The Dark Lineage will take you to places where the ‘things’ of the past still live, and all the memories that should be long
forgotten are still recalled; including a sleepy, depressing town called Arkhamend, a Victorian mansion that conceals dark

secrets, a dilapidated building hidden within forbidding, snow-clad woods and dim underground buildings and tunnels. The Dark
Lineage is even more harrowing than the previous instalment, so prepare yourself for the descending darkness, this time will be

your last...

Darkness Within 2: The Dark Lineage ‘Director's Cut Edition’ was specifically created for Steam, with many extra features
not available in previous versions:

Graphical refreshes for most environments.

A brand new location begging to be explored.

Post screen Chromatic Aberration effect and Color gradation effect create a more ‘cinematic’ look, drastically improving
the overall visual effect.
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More balanced game-play with new additional puzzles and enhancements.

Key features:

Unlike Part 1, Part 2 is no longer ‘point-and-click’, but plays in 3D, with the power of the NVIDIA PhysX engine
; so you can move anywhere you want, light up your way with light sources that cast real-time soft shadows and
realistically lift up, push, pull or throw objects.

Built-in Hint System with 3 Difficulty Levels – Players can choose to play in Standard, Detective, or Senior
Detective modes.

Dynamic Puzzles and Features: Traditional adventure game puzzles are complimented by deciphering dreams,
underlining excerpts in documents to garner critical clues and interacting physically with the environment

Enhanced Gameplay Experience: Compelling special effects, stunning visuals, and dynamic lighting and shading,
in a ‘first person’ game environment.

Eerie Gameplay Atmosphere: An immersive experience is created by a fascinating ‘Lovecraftian’ story, chilling
realtime cut scenes, and haunting music.
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Title: Darkness Within 2: The Dark Lineage
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Zoetrope Interactive
Publisher:
Iceberg Interactive
Release Date: 28 May, 2010

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 2000/XP/Vista™

Processor: 1,8 GHz Intel® Pentium® or equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB DirectX® 9.0c compatible Pixel/Vertex Shader 3.0 support

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX® 9.0c compatible sound card

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Russian
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A decent game but I kept glitching and clipping out of the play area, so I decided to skip this which is a shame because the
mechanics and atmosphere were decent for the games age. Pretty Darn Good. Excellent game - both 1 & 2. Lots of gameplay -
9 hours with 1st game and 16 with 2nd. Puzzles were interesting. Quite scary at times. Only thing I didn't like was there was lots
of walking and no ability to run.. Great game but the one negative is i keep falling off the map and into a void at random
places... still as good as the first one.. ANNOYING AS HELL.
There are to many bugs, character kept getting stuck in places and couldnt get out - had to keep restarting game.
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An excellent sequel to one of the best Lovecraftian adventure games ever. I highly recommend this game and its predecessor.

But, to be completely fair, it's not quite as good as the story it finishes. This slight drop in quality is simply a result of it showing
the player too much. Arguably, the secret to nailing a proper Lovecraftian vibe is to keep all the important things endlessly in
the shadows. This game breaks that rule, and takes you right to the center of everything.
Still, that's a very minor sin here, especially since the story had to go SOMEWHERE.

(Eccentric side note: the game looks amazing on a 3D monitor once you turn off a few of the new graphics settings.)

All in all, I highly recommend this game unless you haven't played the first one yet. But if that's the case, I just recommend the
first one even harder.
. the story is the continuation of 1st episode
+ Good lovecraft atmosphere
+ No "good ending"(horror don't need one)
- Puzzles are obscure
- Often you don't know what you should do next
Get it on sale. Do I reccomend this game? NO. I fail to see how a sequel can be developed so badly? The Directors Cut basically
has taken what was not broken, improved it, and then rendered it into an unejoyable version. If you thought the controls and
movements were clunky and cumbersome in the first game, then you have not seen nothing till you attempt to play this one. Too
many game crashes where you can fall through below the world and have to reload last save. Thank goodness that I got this
game through a bundle and did not purchase it out right. I will not ever purchase another game form this developer again. I have
had issues with all of them I have played so far. DELETE and goodbye!. Nice adventure in the style of Amnesia: The dark
Descent, but without horror or enemies...
You should really like this genre, otherwise skip this one. But if you do you could have a good time with it.. Improves upon its
predecessor in many ways, a pretty worthy sequel. Be warned though, the 3D engine is quite buggy. Save often, as you might
find yourself walking through walls or falling straight through the ground if you jump too vivaciosly.. Excellent game - both 1 &
2. Lots of gameplay - 9 hours with 1st game and 16 with 2nd. Puzzles were interesting. Quite scary at times. Only thing I didn't
like was there was lots of walking and no ability to run.
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